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You must pass the SHRM-CP exam to obtain a SHRM certification. To improve the effectiveness of your study and to introduce you to the actual exam model, we have prepared this example of questions. Our certified SHRM Professional Practice Exam will give you a better understanding of both the type and the complexity of the questions in the SHRM-CP
exam. However, we strongly recommend practicing with our Premium SHRM Certified Professional (SHRM-CP) Practice Exam to achieve the best score in your actual SHRM-CP exam. Premium exam practice questions are more comprehensive, exam oriented, script-based and accurate match SHRM Certified professional exam questions. The Director of
Human Resources believes it is important that managers take more responsibility for performance evaluation. What responsibility should the HR director place specifically on managers? (a) Identify areas of development (b) Design Assessment System (c) Track timely receipt of assessments (d) to train staff to use performance system 02. What is the best
way to train an on-board manufacturing officer to practice his work in risk-free environments? (a) Team Training (b) Apprenticeships in) Simulation (d) Role play 03. A valuable employee is 15 minutes late for work without explanation. Using the company's positive approach to discipline, what measures should be taken to correct the lateness of the employee?
a) Advising b) Verbal caution c) Final warning (d) Written reprimand 04. Scenario: The company determines that they will close their secondary production division to move the operation to the company's headquarters. They determined that 70 new posts would need to be filled to support those efforts. The Director-General wants the transition to take place
within three months. A month after the move, many of the transferred employees threatened to resign. HR surveys and discovers three main causes of dissatisfaction: higher cost of living, inaccessible housing and low-rated schools. Which one is the best course of action for HR to endorse the manual to prevent departure? (a) Create a leadership program to
provide resources to help employees. b) Show a long-term growth strategy to promote staff buy-in. c) Recommend management to focus on the biggest obstacles to retention. d) Advise management to offer incentives to retain high staff positions. The HR manager was asked to develop a training programme for the company. What HR should be considered
primarily in the development of the program? (a) Average staff stay b) Percentage of employees with a career plan (c) The quality of annual employees (d) General 06. Scenario: Over the past two years, the company has been acquired by two different organizations. Each acquisition resulted in numerous layoffs; one even included the CEO terminated. For a
while the morale of the rest of the staff was very low as they worked with some laid-off workers for many years. To help increase the increase the company appreciated their overall remuneration structure to be more beneficial to all employees. Many employees are concerned about the increased workload and the fact that their longtime friends have left while
they remain. What is the most important first step for the HR to take to mitigate the effects of survivor syndrome experienced by the remaining staff? (a) Offer a one-to-one coaching career so that employees can manage the increased workload. b) Communicate with employees to recognize that management knows that employees are struggling and intend to
help. (c) Invite an employee assistance program representative (EAP) to a town hall meeting to review EAP benefits for all employees. Encourage department heads to actively increase individual recognition of employee contributions to business. 07. What is the significant advantage of domestic recruitment? a) Innovation increases with each infusion of new
talent b) Provides a continuous pool of applicants c) Minimizes inflated expectations about work (d) Employees will all have an existing mindset 08. A small start-up company understands that the technological skills of newly hired programmers are more advanced than those of existing programmers. Recognizing the constant need of business in these
developing, most well-known skills, what is the best labor development strategy to implement? a) Develop a rigorous in-house training program to get longer term programmers up to speed with new programmers. b) Redesign work for existing employees who don't require new, updated skills. c) Collaborate with a local college to offer programmers the
opportunity to update their skills. d) Offer new employees short-term contracts to ensure the permanent hiring of programmers with the newest skills. 09. Scenario: The Company determines that they will close their secondary production unit to move the operation to the company's headquarters. They determined that 70 new posts would need to be filled to
support those efforts. The Director-General wants the transition to take place within three months. The Director-General asked the Hr Director to support this new need for staff. What is the best way to take FOR HR to start supporting this initiative? (a) A survey of employees to assess interest in moving to the company's headquarters. b) Review of job
descriptions and the overall structure of rewards to bring them in line with personnel goals. (c) Identify staff who do not want to move so that they can bring historical knowledge to new staff. d) Identify a recruitment firm to attract talent to fill new positions. 10. Scenario: Over the past two years, the company has been acquired by two different organizations.
Each acquisition resulted in numerous layoffs; one even THE CEO stops. For a while the morale of the rest of the staff was very low as they worked with some laid-off workers for many years. To help boost the company's morale their overall remuneration structure would be more beneficial to all employees. The Vice President of Research and Development
is asking HR to help address the pay discrepancies found during due diligence among senior engineers. Employees have discussed this often, and now it affects the team. What is the best way for HR to reassure employees? (a) Promise staff that everyone will be compensated fairly and fairly within 90 days. b) Analyze the competitive market associated with
this compensation philosophy and the strategy of implementing the new pay program. c) Tell companies to take the higher of the two wage structures and then adjust each's salary based on experience, education and job assignments. (d) commit to a speedy, comprehensive review of the issues involved. If you find any errors or typos in the SHRM Certified
Professional (SHRM-CP) question-and-answer sample, please let us know about them on feedback@processexam.com For over sixty-five years, human resources professionals have reached out to SHRM for information and tools to improve workplace efficiency and develop their careers. The Human Resources Management Society (SHRM) is the largest
organization in the world that provides resources to human resources professionals and improves human resources management practices. The SHRM competency model was developed from their extensive research by HR professionals to identify the critical competencies and knowledge needed to succeed in the hr profession. The SHRM competency
model identifies eight behavioral competencies and one technical competency. SHRM-CP Online CourseSHRM-CP Guide to The Study of THESHRM-CP FlashcardsThe SHRM Authority of Competence and Knowledge™ (SHRM-BoCK™) is based on the SHRM competency model and provides the basis for two exams offered by SHRM, SHRM-CP and
SHRM-SCP. The SHRM-CP exam is designed for HR professionals at the beginning of their careers or those who work primarily in operational positions. The SHRM-SCP exam is designed for top-level hr professionals working primarily in strategic positions. There are specific requirements for education and work experience that must be met in order to sit in
these exams. SHRM credentials are recognized by the global business community as an indicator that you have the necessary competence and knowledge to do the best job. Check out Mometrix's SHRM-CP Research GuideThe SHRM-CP exam assesses technical competencies (specific knowledge) and behavioral competencies (applying knowledge)
defined by the SHRM competence model. Eight behavioral competencies are grouped into three clusters: Leadership, Business, and Interpersonal.The Leadership Cluster includes leadership and navigation and ethical practices. Leadership and navigation competence issues are assessed and the ability of the research team to navigate the organization,
achieve HR goals, create a hr management concept in accordance with the organization, the organization, change, manage HR initiatives and promote HR as a business partner. Ethical practice issues assess the knowledge and abilities of subjects needed to maintain a high level of professional and personal integrity and develop an ethical environment
throughout an organization with appropriate practice and policy. The business cluster includes business agity, advice and critical evaluation. Business Acumen competency measures the knowledge and ability of the person under study to understand the organization's activities and apply analysis and business tools to achieve the organization's strategic
goals. The Consultation Competence Measures the knowledge and ability of the research to evaluate business objectives and develop, implement and support HR solutions. Critical assessment competence measures the knowledge and ability of the study to collect and analyze data and make decisions based on the data collected. The interpersonal cluster
includes competences in relationship management, communication and global cultural efficiency. Relationship management issues assess your knowledge and ability to communicate with professionals inside and outside the organization, develop and maintain relationships, work well as a team, and manage conflict effectively. Communication competence
issues assess your knowledge and ability to create and provide effective communications, share information within the organization, listen to others' concerns, and address them appropriately. Global and cultural issues measure your knowledge and ability to work in a diverse and global environment while advocating for an inclusive and diverse workplace.
SHRM-CP Online Prep CourseIf you want to be fully prepared, Mometrix offers an online SHRM-CP Prep Course. The course is designed to provide you with any resources you may want while studying. The SHRM-CP course includes:140 Lessons covering all topics1,000 SHRM-CP Practice Issues Over 450 Electronic FlashcardsAudio ModeMoney-Back
GuaranteeFree Mobile Access and more! The SHRM-CP Preparatory Course is designed to help any student get everything they need to prepare for the SHRM-CP exam; Click below to check it out. Introduction to SHRM CertificationThe unified technical competence of HR Expertise (HR Knowledge) consists of 15 functional areas of HR, which are grouped
into three areas of expertise: People, Organization and Workplace. The five functional areas in the human field include HR Strategic Planning, Talent Acquisition, Employee Participation and Retention, Training and Development, and the entire Rewards.Questions in this area of knowledge cover topics such as the development and implementation of the
strategic direction required to achieve organizational success, the creation and maintenance of a skilled workforce, the retention of a high employees, improved improvement and relationships with employers, employee education, and the development of compensation and benefits packages aimed at attracting and retaining workers. Check out MOMetrix's
SHRM-CP FlashcardsThe five functional areas in the organization include hr, organizational efficiency and development, workforce management, employee and labor relations, and technology management. Issues in this area of knowledge include those related to staffing services, which provide organizational efficiency, overall organizational structure and
function, staffing practices to meet the organizational needs of talent, acting as a bridge between employer and employee regarding working conditions, the use of HR technology, and policies and procedures related to the use of technology in the workplace. The five functional areas in the workplace include HR in a global context, diversity and inclusion, risk
management, corporate social responsibility, and the U.S. Employment Act and Regulations. These issues cover topics such as managing the global workforce, promoting the success of the organization by creating opportunities to recognize and use the different traditions and characteristics of all employees, identifying and managing risks, ethical
participation in social activities to support philanthropy, and knowledge and application of all employment laws and regulations. SHRM-CP Exam Prep SHRM-CP stands for Society for Human Resources Management Certified Professional.What is a passing course for the SHRM CP exam? The SHRM-CP exam course is 67-70%. What is a passing score for
the SHRM exam? The SHRM exam contains 160 questions, 130 of which are used to calculate your score. You are given a raw score in the range of 0 to 130 and then a scaled score of 120 to 200 with a passing score of 200.What is the SHRM-CP exam for? SHRM-CP is a competency-based certification exam for HR professionals who implement strategies
and policies and serve as a point of contact for staff and stakeholders. They also provide HR services and HR functions. How do I register for the SHRM-CP exam? To apply for the SHRM-CP exam, you need to visit the website SHRM.org. How much does it cost to pass the SHRM-CP exam? The SHRM-CP exam fee is $300 for SHRM members and $400
for non-members. Is the SHRM-CP exam a multiple choice? The SHRM-CP exam is a multiple choice with two types of questions, including knowledge-based and script-based questions. How long should you take the SHRM-CP exam? Those who have taken the SHRM-CP exam are given four hours to take the exam. ShRM Certification ExamThe SHRM-
CP exam consists of 160 multiple selection questions. Approximately 95 of these issues are articles of knowledge, and 65 - situational judgments. There are two types of standalone elements of knowledge, hr-specific knowledge, including key concepts related to 15 functional HR HR and basic knowledge, including key concepts related to eight behavioural
competencies. Situational judgment points measure candidates' decision-making abilities. These questions relate to realistic work-related situations in which the subject is required to choose the best of several possible resolutions on the subject described in each scenario. Although there may be several effective strategy options, the test subject only gets
credit for choosing the best solution determined by a team of experienced human resources professionals. Approximately half of the questions in the exam come from three clusters of behavioral competencies, and the other half of the three areas of knowledge in HR. The breakdown of issues cluster behavioral competencies is usually leadership (13%),
Business (18.5%), and interpersonal (18.5%). The type of question is broken down as follows: Situational Judgments (40%), Fundamental Knowledge (10%) The subjects will have a total of four hours to take the SHRM-CP exam. You also want to get a SHRM-CP study guide and a practical SHRM-CP test developed by Mometrix, a testing #1 company. This
study guide and hands-on test covers the same content as the actual SHRM-CP exam and includes answers and detailed explanations of those answers, so you can clearly understand what questions you missed and why you missed them. that you are a leader in hr, with a high level of knowledge and skills. ShRM-CP credentials also define you as a
valuable asset to your current employer and keeps you and your employer more competitive. Mometrix can help you achieve this next step by making you a more valuable asset to your organization and advancing your career as a human resources professional. SHRM Research GuideMometrix Academy is a completely free SHRM-CP review of the
resources provided by Mometrix Training Trials. If you find the benefit of our efforts here, check out our high quality SHRM-CP study guide to take your training to the next level. Just click on the SHRM-CP study guide below. Your purchase also helps us make even bigger, free content for test-takers. Our clients love the tutorial video from Mometrix Academy
that we have included in our SHRM CP test research guide. Reviews of the shRM CP manual below examples of customer experience. This book helped me pass my SHRM-CP exam, so I loved it! It's written very succinctly, succinctly, fluff, but it also makes it very difficult to read. I'm a quick reader, but the dryness in this book made me really slow down and
reread many times to really make sure I understood. Is it repeated? Yes. The items are similar, but there is always new information provided, so don't miss the sections just because it looks like the item above! The practical tests in this book were the closest thing to my exam questions, so I appreciated it. SHRM CP Study Guide - ChristineI used this research
guide and flash card from the same company. I passed the exam!! I love the practice test issues, and the test tips they provided were actually really useful. I read it cover to cover twice and then took notes from each section. Once, when I was comfortable with the material, I studied my notes every day. I'm so happy I found this resource. SHRM CP Study
Guide - NatalieI has really enjoyed the guide to study ever since. It gets straight to the point, without all the fluff that can make the test prepping drag. He dives right into the key concepts and terms that are needed and includes the meaning of a guide to study to prepare for the exam. As a HR specialist, this guide brings in all the terms and concepts that we
should already be familiar with and presents it in a simple and direct forward presentation. This is exactly what I was looking for and it didn't disappoint. SHRM CP Study Guide - AnnieI I'm in the process of studying for my CP certification and I found the material very easy to read. In that I didn't have to really learn in quite something. The size of the book did
not feel overwhelming, although it has a huge amount of knowledge. The practical exam was very helpful in getting me familiar again with passing exams. Great product!!! SHRM CP Study Guide - CustomerI has brought this product to compare and contrast data with the SHRM self-unknowing program. I am pleasantly surprised by the layout and easy to
follow the design. Five stars for sure. SHRM CP - The TerrellThe Secrets Study Guide is a great summary of all relevant materials on the exam, and flash cards are invaluable to the learning process. Flash cards do help identify specific areas from which I need extra learning time. SHRM CP Guide - CustomerGreat Resource when studying at the SHRM-CP
exam. I highly recommend. The guide to learning is thorough and easy to understand. The exam is a great tool for considering what you may or may not know. Mometrix is a great company that has provided exceptional customer service! Guide to study SHRM CP - LindaThis guide to study is written exactly as should be written guide to study. Direct
information without fluff. It's fantastic! Enough information on each topic... who held me Reading stuff - without having to skim over the fluff to get to the meat. Thank you!!! SHRM CP's Guide to Study - Jennifer-No wasted time or space - from the start this book jumps into what's most important. Material. There is one page on how to use this guide, one page
of the content table and one page on the test taking tips. This kept the size of the book brief and less intimidating. (It's 2 dots right there) - Easy to browse - I like how there's a bold headline for each theme. If there are sub-topics or if there are a few items they are placed as a separate item but does not have an unnecessary headline in bold. This makes
moving to topics that you would like to consider again much easier. - Easy to understand - Language seems easy enough to understand. Not too much fluff, which I genuinely appreciate. - Great VA - I like that every question has explanations of the correct answer and wrong. I would have loved more questions though. - Studying and testing taking secrets -
although most of us know that this we tend to forget to apply. It's nice to have these pointers at the back of the book, so when I'm tired of reading stuff, I can flip pages and skim through the secrets of research and remind myself of what I should or shouldn't do.
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